Abstract--IoT, crowd sensing and smart citi challenge. New communication paradigms messaging carry and forward, scheduled delive storage will be needed to manage network resou Since traditional end to end security will requir associations among devices for a long time resources, we propose and evaluate the u encryption protocols in these scenarios as a so and flexible security.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things and other upcom Smart Cities and Crowd Sensing depend context information to deliver the appropria be considered the richest the information is, t this, the purpose for devices to rely on the clo process more information than they can on benefit from the information others push to th These scenarios will influence the netwo today. The information that flows to the sensitive so it is important to set the app grounds to ensure only authorized recipients Moreover, the huge amount of data current devices to the cloud will increase in the nea the outcome of that data processing, flowing the devices, will be smaller leading to an asy it should be considered that millions of device several recipients over the network cannot globally so alternative communication sch considered to avoid collapsing the netwo considering asynchronous, unacknowledged, and carry-forward protocols. This work des proxy re-encryption protocols in these sce asynchronous message driven communication
II. RELATED WORK
The proxy re-encryption is based on the n proxy cryptography". It was first introduced this technology proposes the use of a semi-t transforms a cipher text for Alice into a cip without actually accessing the plaintext. Pop approaches to proxy re-encryption are BBS (B Strauss) [2] and AFGH (Ateniese, Fu, Green [3] . BBS is based on ElGamal. In BBS, the the key for Alice to Bob direction, can derive to Alice direction as the multiplicative inver This work has been partially funded by project 54335-C4-2-R and Jose Castillejo Mobility Grant CAS14 AFGH is based on Bilinear maps transformation key for one dire opposite direction key from it. Mor been encrypted for proxy re-encry recovered by the origin before and permitting the source to recover, message for another destination if n again as it may happen in dynamic s III. ARCHITECTURE AN We have modelled an IoT enviro system composed by different communicate with others directly or nodes. Nodes can be used to model devices and intermediary systems as or M2M gateways. Moreover, nod the destination cloud nodes that coll data analytics or business intelligenc
In order to characterize existing a systems, nodes can be grouped in d mesh, tree or bus and connected to topology through other nodes. Whe we have defined three different role any node in the system: endpoint no encryption proxy. The endpoint no data trough untrusted networks. The acting as a key directory so a g destination public key using any ad re-encryption proxy is the entity a encryption that may also group, according to a network policy or alternative destinations if necessary.
Consider the scenario in Fig. 2 on Schemes for IoT and Crowd and a proxy knowing the ection cannot derive the reover, a message that has yption with AFGH can be d after proxy re-encryption forward or re-encrypt a network conditions change scenarios.
ND OPERATION onment as a topology free nodes. Every node can r by means of intermediary sensors, actuator, end user s communication gateways es are also used to model lect the data for performing ce. automation, sensor/actuator different topologies as line, o other devices using any en it comes to the security es that can be assumed by odes, key manager and reodes are nodes exchanging e key manager is the node given source can find the ddressing mechanism. The ctually performing the restore or delay messages r may also re-encrypt for 2. Devices in the trusted Sensing IEEE, Patricia Member, IEEE network communicate directly with the Des (CA) but upon a failure or a change in the ne that cloud becomes unreachable. Due to that be re-routed through an untrusted network Cloud B (CB) and will be eventually sent to C For simplicity we consider all the traffic will 1 in the trusted network, processed by th encrypted for 2. Both 1 and 2 have a ke both of them have calculated prime numbers 2 send their public key to key manager. 1 f key of 2 from the key manger and co encryption key ( ) as:
where is the private key and a belonging to ; and the calculated, 1 sends to the proxy. W send a message M and encrypt it to 2 it com text as:
1 sends the encrypted message to the prox store the messages to be delivered later, s messages immediately or wait for any destination (that would require a new RK to b illustrate the process, let's suppose the prox messages to the destination ( 2) and delivers it should compute as:
Finally, can acquire the original messag
IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIO
There are three important aspects for encryption in several scenarios under the s first is the cost of the generation of the public There are several studies showing nowadays are able to generate those parameters with second important aspect to consider is the c the re-encryption key material since it may h in dynamic scenarios. Finally, the most wor cost of generating the encrypted message to encryption. We have simulated several scenar data to analyze the impact of these three aspe we show the cost of generating the encrypted prohibitive for long keys (q/r parameters) We have stated these scenarios w to future networks being para messaging, carry and forward, temporary storage needed to ma appropriately. Moreover, privacy adoption of new services. We have s is an interesting tool for turning th and we have tested the impact in t computing resources present in IoT to the conclusion that a correct stud of security (key length) and the e proxy re-encryption usable and inter imum size allowed by the an appropriate degree of d message generation time n in figure 3 with 80ms for -critical applications, and low traffic).
s for different key lengths will prevail new challenges adigms as asynchronous scheduled delivery and anage network resources will be critical for the shown proxy re-encryption hese scenarios into reality these scenarios mimicking T devices. We finally came dy on the necessary degree expected traffic will make resting for new services. henberger, "Improved Proxy Res to Secure Distributed Storage," System Security, vol. 9, pp 1-30,
